Subscription Packages

2019-2020 Season

**STEVE WILSON QUARTET**
**EMMET COHEN TRIO**
SEP 14, 2019
VENUE: 8:00 PM
Costa's Restaurant (938 Main St.)

**JOE LOCKE QUARTET**
**LYNN JORDAN TRIO**
OCT 19, 2019
VENUE: 8:00 PM
Centre Culturel franco-manitobain (CCFM), 340 Provencher Blvd.

**IGNACIO BERROA TRIO**
**JOE LOCKE TRIO**
OCT 19, 2019
VENUE: 3:00 PM & 8:00 PM
Berney Theatre, Rady JCC, 123 Doncaster

**QUINTET (5 concerts)**

**QUARTET (4 concerts)**

**DUCHESS (4 concerts)**

**IGNACIO BERROA TRIO**
**JOE LOCKE TRIO**
OCT 19, 2019
VENUE: 2:00 PM & 7:30 PM
Salle Pauline-Boutal, 340 Provencher Blvd.

**WORLD CLASS VOCALS with DUCHESS**
**NOV 30, 2019**
VENUE: 7:30 PM
Benny's Bishop's, 123 Doncaster

**VIBRANT VINTAGE VOCALS with DUCHESS**
**DEC 1, 2019**
VENUE: 2:00 PM & 7:30 PM
Benny's Bishop's, 123 Doncaster

**Jazz washes away the dust of everyday life.**
- Art Blakey

“Charismatically skilled” The Guardian

“Benny’s Bishop’s is the place for pure joy, having been the venue for the world premiere of LGPL in 2014, and recently as a host to the jazz international festival of Chicago.”
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**World Class Vocals with DUCHESS**
**NOV 30, 2019**
VENUE: 7:30 PM
Benny’s Bishop’s, 123 Doncaster

**VIBRANT VINTAGE VOCALS with DUCHESS**
**DEC 1, 2019**
VENUE: 2:00 PM & 7:30 PM
Benny’s Bishop’s, 123 Doncaster

**“among the best New York jazz has to offer”**
- New York Times

**“one is witness to what can only be described as a performance of silken power”**
- Latin Jazz Network

**“DUCHESS…is a serious musical force, but it makes some seriously friendly music.”**
- All About Jazz

**“Cohen is a young piano virtuoso with a delicate touch, assured, swaggering swing feel, and debonair flow”**
- New York Times
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